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This evaluation guide is intended to be a primer for companies to determine the best

Cloud ERP system for their unique business requirements. At Ascent Solutions, we

believe Cloud ERP is a catalyst for digital transformation within an organization. Why?

Because managing inventory is tangible, it touches every department, and is a

grounding factor in a transition from paper, spreadsheets, and legacy systems that are

fraught with challenges.

If this sounds like a fit for your business needs, read on to find helpful tips, resources,

and checklists to give you a head start on a successful cloud ERP evaluation process!

We’re in the midst of unprecedented major storms of business volatility, impacting

companies of all sizes and completely shifting the way we work or serve customers.

Prudent leaders can no longer rely on outdated or legacy systems to manage customers,

partners, and vendors in this "new economy" created by the pandemic.
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Purpose of This Evaluation Guide

We know that companies who invest in digital

transformation have dramatically improved

their operations.  A better customer experience

leads to incremental revenue, lower costs,

higher customer satisfaction and less churn. 

BDO eBook on COVID-19 Accelerating Rise of Digital Economy

McKinsey Supply Chain 4.0

Salesforce - What is Digital Transformation and Why Care?

Furthermore, companies that embrace digital transformation also gain the ability to

scale and grow their business more effectively than companies that don’t embrace

cloud-based technology. Make sure to read these articles from industry leaders for

additional insights and proof points:

Cloud ERP as a Catalyst For Digital Transformation 

https://ascenterp.com/
https://ascenterp.com/omnichannel-for-everyone-in-new-economy/
https://www.bdo.com/getattachment/07e769aa-5755-4151-9b52-4eeccfe61710/attachment.aspx?ADV_DTS_COVID-19-is-Accelerating-the-Rise-of-the-Digital-Economy_Web.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/supply-chain-40--the-next-generation-digital-supply-chain
https://www.salesforce.com/eu/blog/2020/01/what-is-digital-transformation-a-quick-guide.html


More information about the limitations of spreadsheets and legacy systems can be found in this

Ascent Solutions blog.

Limitations of Spreadsheets: Manual data entry in

spreadsheets can lead to clerical errors and doesn’t

provide real-time visibility across large inventory

datasets. As a result, you run the risk of inaccurate

inventory, out-of-stock items that cause missed

sales, and excess costs from overstocking.

 

An efficient inventory management system provides

asset information, as well as, additional intelligence

such as storage temperature, expiration dates and

lot numbers. Too much additional information

impacts spreadsheet usability and limits analysis.
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Common Cloud ERP Pitfalls to Avoid

Rigid Monolithic Systems: For decades companies have been sold a rigid, one-size-

fits-all monolithic ERP tool, which often leads to low utilization, suboptimal demand

planning, and low return on investment. Just as business requirements can change

over time, so should the technology designed to support an evolving business.

Niche Vendor Tools: On the other end of the spectrum, niche vendor tools don’t

provide the power and scalability of a cloud-based ERP platform. Having the ability

to quickly expand inventory levels or efficiently add new SKUs to support customer

demand are critical in a real-time marketplace.

The first step when evaluating a cloud ERP system is avoiding the most common

pitfalls. Here are three pervasive issues we've seen working with customers over the

last two decades. 

https://ascenterp.com/excel-or-ex-hell-inventory/
https://ascenterp.com/excel-or-ex-hell-inventory/


Cloud ERP Evaluation Questions
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What are the main problems or challenges are you trying to overcome?

What are the consequences of not addressing these problems?

Have you done anything else to try to fix these problem? 

What are your strongest aspects for building the business case? Incremental revneue,

cost savings, better operations, higher customer support, etc.

Is there a planned project to change current systems or fill a gap, if so how urgent is

that?

Which teams and stakeholders will need to be involved in the selection process?

Why?

What systems are you currently using related to ERP?

Why isn't that meeting your needs?

What are the ERP use cases you need satisfied? (inventory and order management,

reverse logistics, warehouse management, barcode scanning, purchasing, financials)

Which systems would you prefer to integrate with rather than replace? Why?

Do you need a system that connects front office activities (e.g. sales, service,

marketing) with back office (e.g. ERP, financials)?

What system will be the primary system of record?

Has budget been set aside, if so how much?

When will the budget be available?

What would impact the budget?

How long do you have to implement a new system? Why?

Strategy & Business Case

Systems / Technology

Budget & Timeline

What are the key questions to consider when evaluating Cloud ERP systems? Here's a list

that should be top of mind, as you think about alternatives and explore vendor options.

More helpful guides, blogs, videos and customer stories can be found on the Ascent Solutions

resources website. 

https://ascenterp.com/resources/
https://ascenterp.com/resources/
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The Case to Unify Front and Back Office Operations

15 years ago Ascent Solutions selected

Salesforce as the ecosystem of choice for

building a suite of ERP applications. The idea

of combining industry-leading SaaS front

office CRM for sales and service with back

office ERP and financials was simply too

tempting. 

Ascent Solutions is a team of distribution and

manufacturing technology enthusiasts that

understand the term “ERP” is often oversold

and under-delivered. As companies have

historically been sold a rigid, one size fits all

monolithic ERP tool, challenges such as low

utilization, suboptimal demand planning,

and low return on investment naturally

ensued.

Salesforce is an industry leader in CRM

quickly approaching $27 billion in annual

revenue because of it’s cloud-based

technology, subscription model, and

customer-centric approach. Salesforce’s

philosophy of “Customer 360” has truly

shaped its product roadmap, tools, and apps

over the last twenty years.

In fact, one of Salesforce’s best kept secrets

is it provides capability for companies to

manage both front office (CRM) and back

office (inventory, orders, finance, accounting,

warehouse) through a combination of

Salesforce and partner apps on the

AppExchange.

Adopting cloud-based technology is one

approach for companies that are concerned

about the time and expense that goes into

building and managing on premise or legacy

systems. 

While there are still costs associated with

evaluating and maintaining 3rd party cloud

technology for front and back office

operations, at this stage of the Cloud ERP

lifecycle these risks have been greatly

reduced as the industry has matured into a

multi-billion dollar market of extensive

platforms vs many niche tools.

In the final section of this evaluation guide,

we explore a real world example.

More information about the Salesforce landscape of technology providers related to Cloud ERP

can be found in this blog post by a TEC analyst.

Another consideration to think about for successful Cloud ERP is should you select one

technology platform as a single source of truth system. We highly recommend you do, and in

our experience, Salesforce provides a leading combination of front and back office

applications to make digital transformation much easier to implement.

https://ascenterp.com/ascent-solutions-iom-cloud-opportunity/
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A  final thought to consider as you determine the best approach for your evolving business.

In today’s on-demand market, the customer experience is as important as the products sold.

Simply put, providing superior customer experience is no longer a luxury but a crucial

necessity. Adopting cloud ERP technology is a powerful way to put the customer at the

center of your business.

More information about Ascent Solutions is available on our website: www.ascenterp.com

"I approached Ascent with an impossible task. While building 3 Salesforce clouds in

40 days, help us install configure and use Ascent ERP, and be live in 45 days. They

accepted the challenge and brought their “A” Team in. 

We not only delivered on time and under budget, but kept the business running and

cutover without a hitch. They not only delivered what they promised but they

brought so much more with it. In less that 45 days we went from a small e-commerce

company to a fully functional enterprise software run company. 

The product is highly customizable and was able to adapt to omnichannel selling

including e-commerce, B2B and government sales instantly. Without choosing

Ascent we would still be figuring out how to process orders, now we are not only

fully functional but we are optimizing business process and efficiencies."

Head of IT, Giddy Holdings LLC

A specific example of creating a powerful cloud-based ERP solution is Ascent Solutions and

Salesforce customer Giddy, which was able to implement three Salesforce clouds and an ERP

e-commerce solution in 45 days. This approach to leverage Salesforce for the front office with

Ascent Solutions powering the back office enabled Giddy to quickly build an "enterprise

level" omnichannel process under budget without disrupting their existing business. The key

to Giddy's success was a strategy to utilize Salesforce with a flexible ERP solution like Ascent

Solutions that extended Salesforce capability to fit Giddy's needs.

A Real World Example of Cloud ERP

https://ascenterp.com/excel-or-ex-hell-why-excel-is-not-suited-for-inventory-management/
https://ascenterp.com/
https://ascenterp.com/giddy-testimonial/


Contact Us

COVID-19 IS ACCELERATING THE RISE OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

Source Links

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION & COVID-19: CHANGING WORKPLACES
FOREVER

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: THE 2020 REALITY

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE BUSINESSES GOING THROUGH DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATIONS?

EXCEL OR EX HELL? WHY EXCEL IS NOT SUITED FOR INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

ASCENT ERP ON  SALESFORCE APPEXCHANGE

Learn More About Ascent Solutions

ASCENT SOLUTIONS LOOKS TO THE CLOUD— INVENTORY AND ORDER
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY

Tel: 908-981-0150

Website: www.ascenterp.com
Address: 50 Division Street, Suite 203. 

Somerville, NJ 08876

Material discussed is meant to provide general information and should not be acted on without

professional advice tailored to your needs. © 2022 Ascent Solutions. All rights reserved.
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ASCENT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT ON  SALESFORCE APPEXCHANGE

ASCENT ORDER MANAGEMENT ON  SALESFORCE APPEXCHANGE

LABEL ANYTHING ON  SALESFORCE APPEXCHANGE

https://www.bdo.com/getattachment/07e769aa-5755-4151-9b52-4eeccfe61710/attachment.aspx?ADV_DTS_COVID-19-is-Accelerating-the-Rise-of-the-Digital-Economy_Web.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/in/resources/articles/digital-transformation-and-covid19-changing-workplaces-forever/
https://www.themanufacturer.com/articles/digital-transformation-2020-reality/
https://www.salesforce.com/products/platform/why-business-need-transformation-innovation/
https://ascenterp.com/excel-or-ex-hell-why-excel-is-not-suited-for-inventory-management/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N300000016YVDEA2&tab=r
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N300000016YVDEA2&tab=r
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/listingDetail?listingId=a0N300000016YVDEA2&tab=r
https://www3.technologyevaluation.com/research/article/ascent-solutions-looks-to-the-cloud-inventory-and-order-management-opportunity.html
https://ascenterp.com/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts0UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts0UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts0UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts5UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts5UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FMts5UAD
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000EcstTUAR
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000EcstTUAR
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000EcstTUAR

